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Digital Marketing
tips to help promote
your school
This simple guide book offers easy steps on how to stretch your school’s
marketing budget and maximize it’s online presence.
By using the digital marketing techniques modern schools can achieve brand
awareness in a more cost effective way. A vibrant school campus offers a huge
resource for content marketing, a typical school community provides a valuable
ingredients for digital marketing.
Diversification of content is an important to the social network which is essential
for appealing to the needs to promote the broader picture one that relates to the
mission of the school. It’s an opportunity to appeal to new prospective customers
which are parents who need to see a balance of campus life balanced with the
educational framework that the school has to offer.
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Is your website at
the centre of your
communications?

As we know good online presence does require a professional laid out, fast and
responsive website. Pages in a website provide links to posts on social media
and vice-a-versa. Every post on social media is limited in it’s size and quantity,
to expand that post’s message or provide related information we include a link
page to the website for further reading a bit like adding a ‘read more’ button, this
link opens the door to new visitors (strangers) who can quickly become potential
customers (parents).
Strangers or first time visitors to a webpage have limited time and will make quick
judgements on the appearance of Home page and these assessment then apply’s
to that school or business product or service. Human nature will judge a ‘book
by it’s cover’ and assessments good or bad are made on that basis, so of if your
website is dated, slow and difficult to navigate it will indeed impact negatively on
the perception of your whole school.
Your school’s website serves a multiple role purpose, as a tool for communicating
to both existing parents and visiting parents. Although some will argue existing
parents rely more on a school’s mobile app or intranet for information and
notifcations. Your school’s websites primary role is to attract new visitors,
stakeholders and 3rd party suppliers.
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What are the top tips
for web page design?
1. Today’s CMS web pages should be easy and simple for a school admin to

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

update. If you can up your Facebook profile you should be able to update a CMS
webpage. One useful tip to remember is limit the number of admins/editors that
are designated to the role of content management (CMS). The best way is to
designate 1 web controller – who is responsible for channeling all the updates
and edits on behalf of school stakeholders who wish to contribute their content.
Ensure that you have a capable resource to handle un-forseen maintenance
issues when they arise. It’s important if any site goes offline there are designed
people in place to handle the issue and get the site back online as fast as
possible. Think of it as an emergency first responder team who are versed to
handle the situation.
When creating an new site make sure it’s got a modern simple CMS and
responds to all devices (IOS and Android). A sitemap should be planned
in advance by consulting with all stakeholders as to the number of pages
and functions. Avoid duplicating information that already exists on other
information channels such as the school’s intranet, portals and mobile apps.
Select a reputable webs developer who can provide proper support before,
during and after the site is launched. Our tip is to partner with company who
can explain and present information simply and clearly avoiding unnecessary
tech jargon. They should encourage the CMS to be handled by the school by
providing helpful tutorials to 1 or 2 designated staff members.
Navigation is the users journey or user experience (UX). Planning this should
be no more complicated than imagining or simulating a typical visitor’s journey
through your webs pages. To help with this you must think about what content
and features are priority, make a list if that helps. This will help you decide and
plan what needs to appear on the home page and what can be relegated to the
inside pages. Avoid starting the design until this is planned out. Make a list or
top 10 priority bits of information, then sketch a simple flow diagram/chart on
a piece of paper.Your web designer/developer can help with this process, but it
needs the schools’ input and approval before design can start.
Website content within the pages should be carefully edited to help your SEO
by incorporating your school’s pre-selected key ‘target’ words which is covered
in our SEO guide.

Also download our SEO Planner eBook here
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Your school’s blog page
what’s the advantages?

Besides the SEO value the real advantage of having a blog is to reveal the human
side staff and students. It’s the non-corporate side of your school and a great
forum for pupils and teachers to express their valuable opinions and insights on
subjects and topics beyond what can be covered in the web pages and social
media posts.
Managed correctly it can play a similar role to a letters page of a school magazine/
newsletter. It can contain stories and reviews of people rather than PR messages.
It’s a opportunity for pupils to express their opinions in a safe and controlled
environment and experience the joy of seeing their words published online then
receive the feedback and response it gets. It can provide a sense of pride and
responsibility for pupils to share ideas and feel part of the school community,
pupils can be guided on the writing of appealing to a readership and responding
appropriately to comments and feedback. A designated Admin/editor from the
school needs to monitor the blog content and impose controls and guidelines to
protect pupils from cyberbullying.
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Email Marketing
tips for schools

Today there is a wider selection of free email publishing sites that anyone can use
to distribute your newsletter, notice or event via a database of email ID’s.
Although these sites offer premium features (for a fee) the basic packages are
adequate for a school’s database. These email publishing sites like Mail Chimp and
Amazon Web Services (AWS) provide a simple newsletter templates for you to
populate with content (text and images), you then upload your database of email
ID’s and it will use it’s software to publish your E-newsletter via it’s server to all
those on your address list. It then provides a delivery report revealing who opened,
what time, and show bounced or unknown recipients.
This is an efficient and cost-effective method of communicating to existing and
prospective people.

Email
g
Marketfoin
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What’s the benefits of
social media publishing?

By definition the words ‘social network’ is about being sociable, joining a
community that’s connected across the world – its a way for people to connect
with your school and keep in touch. All school campus’s cultivate a wealth of
valuable content through daily school activities. This needs to be shared and
posted via social networks giving schools the opportunity manage their own (free)
media networks/channels.
The main channels need no introduction and new schools should consider setting
up (or updating) the following networks:

Facebook

Although Facebook’s reputation has changed over the years it still
remains a potent network for reaching both the school and wider
community like ex-pupils.
Videos and photos can be managed and stored in gallery folders. Events
can be posted and then boosted (paid to reach a wider audience) such
as Open Days, Parents Evening, Speech Day, Sports Day, Movie nights in
fact any news worthy activity, all this content will engage your community
to ‘like’, ‘share’ and ‘comment’ which will helps activate search engine
algorithms that record web activity ad ranking pages accordingly.

Instagram

Facebook owns Instagram (a bit like Google and Youtube) and makes it
easy to reach your audience by sharing photos directly between the 2
different networks. Instagram specializes in video (max 60sec) and images
for posting and sharing. The platform that allows users to find content via
hashtags and compile stories, timelines, and albums with filters to enhance
photos. Instagram remains a popular choice with the younger generation
and is another powerful network tool to help showcase the personality
of your school and communicate it’s culture from the inside of the school
classroom. It’s a popularity from subscribers interaction and engagement
make it another essential part of your SEO strategy.
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What’s the benefits of social media publishing? Continued

Twitter

If your school doesn’t already have a Twitter account it’s very easy to setup taking a few minutes.
The real benefits is to open it up to all so teachers, pupils and all can join
the conversation providing you don’t restrict access. It’s messages are
limited to 240 words. You can upload videos, photos and importantly links
to your webpages to continue and expand on a topic of conversation.
Typically teachers tweet about school news, events and activities and by
doing so engage parents and pupils to like, comment and retweet. It’s
always worth considering diversifying your content into areas of education
outside your own school on a national and international level to maintain
content diversification. Make sure you have a designated admin/editor to
monitor making sure it fits with safe guidelines.

Youtube

An image with a play button symbol will always get more interaction than
static photo. Current internet speed enables bigger and better video content
files to be uploaded, searched and viewed on the internet. Modern smart
phones can now record HD quality footage which can be live streamed
on your schools (free) youtube channel. Parents and pupils can now
experience a unique perspective of their school, they can also get behind
the camera and easily capture footage to be uploaded onto their school’s
channel. Uploading quality videos on youtube will generate viewers and
subscribers which contribute to your SEO scoring to enhance your school’s
online presence and page ranking. What matters is the quality of your video
footage and the use of key-search-words (keywords) which help elevate your
school’s page ranking via the search engines algorithms.
Social media although just one aspect of digital marketing is a great way to
build awareness by revealing what goes on behind the scenes of a school.
Visitors experience how a place lives and breathes, where viewers can
sample the culture and values that are taught through daily activities. Every
school should maximise 2-3 social network channel as part of their SEO
strategy and marketing strategy.
Also download our social media Planner eBook here
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Web Banner
Advertising

Web banners (pop-ups, dynamic and static) form basis of most advertising or
promotion on the internet. These are typically displayed on many commercial
websites, particularly e-commerce, retail, government and social networks and on
the more popular blog pages.
Banner ads performs like a large active button that’s linked to the advertiser
website. Once you click on it you are linked to a landing page designed to draw
you into a purchase of a service or product or asking you to subscribe to an offer,
or just encouraging you to enter you personal details to their database.
The dynamic capability of banner ads can now display pop-ups that play (autorun) video clips. These 5-10 sec clips are sometimes edited down versions of an
TVC campaign. But typically a school would consider a 2-4 frame dynamic banner
to maximise the media space.
A web-banner campaign can be used for re-marketing (or re-targeting) by
tracking visitors who’ve landed on your webpage. This tracking can be done via
google analytics or 3rd party software. But it enables you to re-market your school
banner ad to a potential customer who’s already shown interest by tracking them
as they continue to browse online.
Also download our Digital Paid Media PPC Strategies, Processes and Fees
eBook here
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Online vs Offline?
Although online marketing is far more cost effective way to spend your marketing
budget compared with traditional advertising the process of creating your school
Ad Campaign is the same. The media channels have to be selected, artwork has
to be created and a budget needs put aside to cover payment for Banner Ads,
Google Ads, sponsored social media and payment for a digital media publishing.
This may be a challenge for an individual school to handle so it’s advisable to
speak to a professional for this support. We at The School Agency offer this
service to schools in the UAE and we are happy to guide you through any part of
the process whether it’s a audit of your current online presence or helping your
create a new Advertising Campaign. We are the only specialist education agency
in the region.
For more information online marketing call contact us on 04 4308801 or email
info@theschoolagency.com

Online
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Design: it won’t save the world,
but it’ll make you standout in the world
OUR JOB IS TO MAKE YOU STANDOUT NOT ONCE OR TWICE BUT ALL TIME.

LET’S TALK
IF YOU HAVE AMBITIOUS GOALS AND NEED SOMEONE TO WORK CLOSELY
WITH … THEN LET’S TALK

Remember Good Design
is Good business
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